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Angel Food Cake
Just Heavenly!

without knowing when or even if I might make them. The
process of baking fascinated me most, and to nurture that
interest my mother bought me the brand-new Betty Crocker’s
Picture Cook Book, an impressive volume with step-by-step
black-and-white photographs and dozens of color pictures.1
I read the book from cover to cover, and in it I found detailed
pictures showing how to make sponge cake and angel food
cake.
Which would I make first? The grocery store had my
answer: a box of angel food cake mix. Ads on television
showed picture-perfect cakes made from a mix, and that
was all I needed. The dehydrated egg whites dissolved easily
in water and whipped magnificently in our electric mixer.
Was that cheating? After all, Granny used a fork to whip hers.
Be that as it may, my box mix of angel food cake baked up
reasonably well, but not nearly as high as the picture on the
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my granny baked amazing things. My mom, dad, infant
brother, and I lived with her in a one-room apartment in
Shanghai. It had a tiny stove and oven, and somehow everything that came out of that oven was pure magic.
The way she whipped egg whites for her sponge cakes
always left me wide-eyed. She poured them into a large
ceramic platter, set it on her lap, and beat the whites into
billowy clouds with a fork! Granny’s cakes were miracles of
lightness and sweetness, and I have carried the tastes and
textures of them all through my life.
When we emigrated from China to San Francisco,
Granny couldn’t come with us. Television was in its infancy
then, and local cooking shows were all the rage. A lady by the
name of Edith Green, who reminded me so much of my
granny, talked into the screen directly to me as she cooked
and baked. I sat and watched and scribbled down recipes
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box. Would fresh egg whites make the difference? To find
out, I baked the recipe from my Betty Crocker cookbook. Yes!
Fresh egg whites are the key to angel food cake success. Much
later I learned why.
Angel food cake, made with only egg whites; sponge cake,
containing egg yolks and egg whites beaten separately; and
the classic whole egg French butter cake, Génoise, all fall
into a general category known as foam cakes. What is magical
about these cakes is their total reliance on air, because it is air
alone that causes them to rise.
That is why recipe instructions for beating egg whites go
into a lot of detail cautioning the baker to make certain the
utensils are grease-free so the whites will mount properly,
emphasizing that the flour must be well sifted and aerated
for easy incorporation into the beaten whites, yolks, or whole
eggs, and specifying how to combine the flour into the
whipped eggs by careful folding so that the batter retains as
much of the air as possible.
But where does the angel food cake story begin? And how
did the rules for the way we make it today become established?
According to Confectioners’ Journal of April 1883, ‘‘The
true and genuine recipe [for angel food cake], that is to say,
the original Jacobs (i.e., the real thing), can only be obtained
from the inventor, our friend and correspondent, Mr. George
S. Beers, of Saint Louis, Missouri, who has the recipe for
sale.’’2 A few months later, the journal published an angel
food cake recipe without attributing it to anyone. I can only
assume that by then Mr. Beers’s recipe (if he was, in fact, the
inventor) had been made public. Whatever the story, the cake
was probably named for its light cloudlike texture and its
whiteness, a cake fit for the angels.
The first cookbook to have an angel food cake recipe that
I have found is The Boston Cooking School Cook Book of 1884,
which follows by just one year the Confectioners’ Journal
article about the cake.3
Angel food cakes contain very few ingredients: egg whites,
cake flour, fine granulated sugar, or a combination of granulated and confectioners’ sugar, cream of tartar, salt, and flavoring, usually vanilla. By the time recipes for the cake made
their appearance, it was already known that acids stabilized
alkaline egg white foams and that cream of tartar, a white
powder that’s an acid salt of potassium hydrogen tartrate, did
the best job. It also gave the cake a stark whiteness. Without it,
the cake would have a cream color, clearly unacceptable for an
angel.
Another function of cream of tartar is to prevent shrinkage
of the egg white foam during the last stages of baking and
during cooling, assuring that the cake will have maximum
volume.

Cream of tartar is obtained from sediment produced during winemaking. Grapes are the only significant natural
source of tartaric acid. When this acid is half neutralized with
potassium hydroxide, it is transformed into a salt, cream of
tartar. Swedish chemist Carl Wilhelm Scheele first isolated
tartaric acid in 1769. By 1835 cream of tartar was in widespread
use in baking.4
While reading about what makes a successful angel food
cake,5 I came across a reference by M.A. Barmore that
approached the subject in a highly technical way,6 and I
wanted to get a copy for myself to study.
I searched online and found the name of research librarian Ryan Abbott at Colorado State University’s College of
Agricultural Sciences and Agricultural Experimental
Station. I wrote him to request a copy of the bulletin. Two
months later he wrote back with a PDF attachment of the
fifty-four-page article. He apologized for taking so long and
explained that he had to search the state archives in the
library because a flood had destroyed many documents about
fifteen years ago. God bless librarians who love history!
The author of the article chose angel food cake because it
had few ingredients. He baked the cakes in ovens in a room
that was pressure-adjusted for altitude, ranging from sea level
to over 10,000 feet. Among his measurements, he included
the following:
1. The specific gravity of egg white foams to determine the
optimum for maximum cake volume
2. The tensile strength of cakes baked at different altitudes
3. The effect of oven temperature on the volume and texture
of the cakes
He also tested several mixing methods to see which gave the
best, tenderest results. For consistency, he used eggs obtained
the morning after the day they were laid and then refrigerated.
He purchased flour and sugar in large batches to eliminate
differences, and he used chemically pure cream of tartar and
salt. For uniformity, he prepared sufficient egg whites for one
day’s work by stirring them together for ten minutes. As a standard, he chose to bake the cakes at an altitude of 5,000 feet.
He found that cream of tartar produced the finest textured
cakes, whereas other acids, such as citric and acetic, produced
cakes that were much coarser in texture.
Baking cakes at different temperatures had minimal
effects on texture and volume because the temperature of the
cake itself does not change appreciably regardless of the oven
temperature. For example, a 40-degree Celsius difference in
oven temperature produced a change in the baked cake’s
temperature of only 2 degrees Celsius.

Recipe
Over the years I have made many versions of angel food cake,
and here is the formula that I like best. The cake, almost six
inches tall, is light, airy, and tender—just like you would
expect it to be. Make sure your beating bowl and utensils are
grease-free. I have made this cake with regular granulated
sugar, Baker’s sugar (superfine sugar), and with part confectioners’ sugar.

Ingredients
11=2 cups sifted cake flour (5 ounces by weight)
2 cups granulated sugar (14 ounces), divided
1=2

teaspoon salt
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greater volume (350 cc/lb) than the same batter baked at
325 F for forty-five minutes.11
Is it necessary to preheat the oven for baking angel food
and other foam cakes? Because air expands in heat, is it better
to expose angel food cake batter to the gentler heat of a preheating oven, allowing a gradual expansion of the air cells
and a gentler setting of the protein network around them, or
does the shock of putting the cake batter into a hot oven make
a better cake by forcing the air cells to expand and set quickly?
I ask this question because over the years I have baked
angel food cake both ways and have found that I get a finertextured, tenderer cake when I use a cold, non-preheated
oven. I live at 3,400 feet. If I put my angel food cake into
a preheated 450 F or 475 F oven, it browns and rises very
quickly and makes a tall, tender cake. Beautiful. If I bake the
cake in a preheated 350 F oven, it will rise, turn golden
brown, and then sink during the final moments of baking.
A very hot oven works well for angel food cake where I live,
but a moderately hot oven does not.
The method that consistently works best of all, whether I
am baking at home or at sea level, is putting the cake into
a cold oven and then setting the thermostat to a moderate or
moderately hot temperature. I have baked angel food cakes at
325 F, 350 F, 375 F, and 400 F using the cold oven method,
and it always works.
What would Granny say to all of this? I am sure that she
would be happy that I had discovered some answers to the
hows and whys of baking angel food cake. She would wrap
her arms around me, give me a big hug, and say ‘‘Gigi [my
nickname], why?’’ And then she would probably take out her
platter and her fork and proceed to make her miraculous
cakes the usual way.
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Egg whites several days old resulted in less satisfactory
cakes, with an open, more porous texture, than cakes made
from fresh eggs. It turns out that aged egg whites are waterier
than fresh egg whites; when whipped, the older whites form
larger bubbles than fresh egg whites. So cakes baked with
older whites have an open texture that is not as tender as the
tight texture one gets from fresh eggs.
Barmore also found that cakes baked at 10,000 feet were
much more tender, with less tensile strength, than cakes
baked at sea level. But these cakes were smaller than cakes
baked at sea level. Why? The higher the altitude, the lower
the air pressure and the greater expansion of the cakes. But as
the cakes shrank on cooling, their structures were not strong
enough to hold up after the pressure of the heated gas inside
returned to sea-level atmospheric pressure.
He also found that cakes rose best when all the sugar was
beaten into the whites before the flour was folded in. This is
contrary to Halliday and Noble’s results,7 which showed that
the best angel food cake textures were produced by beating
the egg whites with half the sugar and then folding in the rest,
sifted together with the flour. Currently, this is the standard
method for making angel food cake.
Today, a general rule for ingredient proportions in angel
food cake is that the weight of the sugar equals the weight
of the egg whites, and the weight of the flour equals onethird the weight of sugar.8 This recommendation works very
well.
Some bakers say that confectioners’ sugar makes angel
food cake especially tender.9 Maybe yes and maybe no. If you
want to try this method, just substitute confectioners’ sugar for
half the weight of the total amount of sugar and sift it together
with the flour and salt to fold into the batter. Use granulated
sugar for the remaining half of the sugar to beat into the egg
whites.
I have found there are many ways of making angel food
cake. But this method, pardon the pun, takes the cake, and it
works like a charm. I adapted this recipe for Baking in
America10 from one that was created for Pillsbury’s Third
Bake-Off1 in 1951, ‘‘Quick-Trick Angel Cake.’’ The method
of putting the batter together is conventional, but the baking
is not. The cake pan is covered tightly with foil, and the cake
baked at 475 F for ten minutes. After the foil is quickly
removed, the oven temperature is reduced to 425 F and the
cake is baked for fifteen more minutes. The total baking time is
twenty-five minutes. And that is it! The cake rises right to the
top of the pan, is well-browned, and has a meltingly moist and
tender texture with an extra delicious vanilla-almond flavor.
E.J. Pyler showed that baking angel food cake at 450 F for
twenty-one minutes produced a cake that had a significantly

2 cups egg whites (from about 14 large eggs)
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
2 teaspoons pure vanilla extract

Equipment
Two-piece angel food cake pan, 10 x 4 inches, preferably plain
aluminum, with ‘‘feet’’ projecting upward from the rim
Stand mixer with whip attachment
Flour sifter or large sieve
Small wire strainer
Large rubber spatula
Measuring cups for dry ingredients
Measuring spoons
Large wide bowl for folding dry ingredients into beaten whites (Mine
is stainless steel and measures almost 14 inches across and is
a scant 5 inches deep.)
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1. Adjust an oven rack to the lower third position but do not
turn on the oven. Have ready a grease-free two-piece angel
food cake pan.
2. Sift more cake flour than you need onto a sheet of waxed
paper. Have 1-cup and 1=2-cup dry measures on another
sheet of waxed paper next to the flour. Spoon the flour into
the cups to overflowing and sweep off excess with a straight
edge (or simply weigh the flour). Set the empty flour sifter
on a sheet of waxed paper and add the flour, 1 cup granulated sugar, and salt. Sift five times, using a second sheet
of waxed paper for every other sifting. Leave the dry
ingredients in the sifter on the waxed paper.
3. Put the egg whites into the bowl of a stand mixer. If the
whites are cold, let them stand until they warm to about 60
degrees. Beat with the whip attachment on medium low
until the whites become frothy. Stop the mixer and add the
cream of tartar, pressing it through a small wire strainer to
remove any lumps. Beat at a medium-low speed until the
whites thicken and form soft peaks when the beater is raised.
4. While beating on medium-low speed, gradually add the
remaining 1 cup granulated sugar, a generous tablespoon
at a time, and beat a few seconds between additions. It
should take about 1 minute to add all the sugar. Once all
the sugar is incorporated, increase the speed to medium
high and beat until the whites form very stiff peaks. Beat in
the vanilla. Regardless of your mixer bowl size, it is not the
right shape for folding in the dry ingredients. Your aim is
to retain as much as possible of the air beaten into the
whites, and for that you need a wide, not very deep bowl.

With a large rubber spatula, carefully scrape the whites
into the other bowl. Sift about one-fifth of the flour and
sugar onto the whites and fold them in with a few broad
strokes, rotating the bowl about a quarter turn after each
folding motion. Do not be too thorough at this point.
Work quickly, but gently. Repeat four more times. After
the last addition of the flour and sugar, fold only until no
dry ingredients show.
5. Carefully spoon the batter into the cake pan, checking to
see there are no air pockets. Spread level and put the pan
in the oven. Turn the oven on and set the thermostat to
375 F. Bake about 35 minutes, until the top of cake is
nicely browned and springs back when pressed gently.
A wooden skewer inserted between the edge of the pan and
tube should come out clean. The top of the cake may show
cracks in a few places.
6. Remove the pan from the oven and invert the cake onto
the neck of a wine bottle or an inverted metal funnel. To
maintain the cake’s internal structure, it needs to ‘‘hang’’
in this position for about 3 hours until it has cooled
completely. Do not be afraid that the cake will fall out of
the pan when your back is turned. Cooling the cake upside
down stretches its interior and contributes to its light
texture.
7. When the cake is completely cooled, dislodge it from the
side of the pan with a long, narrow-bladed knife. Lift the
cake out of the pan by the metal tube. To loosen the cake
from the bottom of the pan, turn the cake sideways and tap
the edge of the pan bottom gently on your countertop as
you rotate it. The cake will break free. Set the cake upright
on a cake platter, and it will be ready to serve. Cut into
portions with a serrated knife. Store airtight for one to two
days. Angel food cake is best very fresh.
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